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Disney channel movie space girl

Comments On Share Zenon: 21st Century GirlZenon: ZequelZenon: Z3 Blonde Hair, Light Green Eyes, Light Green Eyes, Pale Skin Space StationEarth (Temporarily) Mark Kar (Father)Astrid Kar (Mother)Judy Cling-Plank (Aunt)Commander Edward Plank (Uncle)Dasha Plank (Cousin) Zenon Kar is the protagonist of the Zenon trilogy. She's a teenage girl living with her family on a space station orbiting
Earth. Zenon was born in 2036. Appearances Zenon: 21st Century Girl After she's been in trouble with space station commander Edward Plank, Zenon's parents are grounding her on Earth to live with her Aunt Judy, who fears space. On earth, Zenon struggles to fit in with other children, but Greg kept an eye on him. Zenon found his space station stories and slang strange to avoid. Similarly, Zenon keeps
the children of his school sad away from pop culture. Due to his homesickness, Zenon often communicates with his space station's best friend Nebula Wade via video phone tablet. Eventually, Zenon befriends two boys on earth, Andrew and Greg. Along the way, children learn to be more accepting of each other and look past the first impression. Zenon and Nebula in 2049. Grounded to Earth, Zenon
uncovers a plot designed by the station's big shot Parker Wyndham, who crashed his space station's home computers and thus the station itself, putting everyone on top of it in danger. When Zenon tries to warn his parents of the danger, Commander Plank, who sees all children as restmakers, convinces Zenon's parents not to listen to him. He believes his story is just a ploy to get him back to the space
station so he can attend an upcoming concert with his idol Proto Zoa, who is about to perform the world's first space concert. With the help of his friends Andrew and Greg, Zenon must find a way to save the space station and his family. Andrew creates a computer virus to fight the virus wyndham has introduced, and after that it's time for Zenonto to get the floppy disk on the drive. Zenon hopes to get a
space launch and go to the launch yard where Proto Zoa and his band are going to their concert. He said goodbye to his new friends and Greg, their first unawkward kiss. On a lucky break, Proto Zoa recognizes Zenon from the Dance with Proto Zoa competition and takes him with his band, Mr. Wyndham, his assistant Lutz and Aunt Judy to the station. Upon arrival, Commander Plank is shocked to see
Zenon at the station, but has a crush on Aunt Judy. After hearing Zenon's story, the commander still has trouble believing him, especially since Wyndham accuses him of sabotaging the station. Zenon manages to use a computer virus program created by Andrew to save the space station, and Wyndham and Lutz are arrested. Afterwards, everyone enjoys the Microbial concert. Zenon waves goodbye to
Greg. Zenon: Zequel Zenon in 2051 Two years later Shows a friend in Nebula how to play a new game and how to play it, he inadvertently clears Commander Planks' office and is given work information in the Alien Patrol lab. Worse still, the space station is now under military command and General Hammond has been assigned to command the station. Commander Plank, very furious, comes out of his
office and stops Zenon. Even worse, she orders Zenon to take care of her daughter, who turns out to be her old enemy, Margie, who is demanding and threatens to get her father to kick Zenon and her family off the space station if Zenon doesn't obey her. Zenon then discovers that his space station will be decommissioned due to damage to wyndum and Lutz's plot and sneaks into Earth to try to stop it
after receiving a message from aliens who appear to want to meet Proto Zoa, but Margie also wants to go and sneak to earth, but makes it look like Zenon forced her to go with him. With Aunt Judy's help, the girls track down Proto Zoa, who has gone into hiding because of the dry season, and convince her to join them. With Margie, Aunt Judy, the Nebula, Orio Alien Patrol laboratory type Proto Zoa and
her mother, Zenon goes to meet strangers near the moon. However, their ship runs out of fuel and they almost stumble upon their deaths on the Moon, but aliens show up to rescue them. The aliens are friendly and communicate with Zenon telepathically, reveal that they have been missing in space for three years and need the ship's navigation maps to get home, thinking it's rude to just take them. After
receiving the maps, they tow the ship back to the space station, where General Hammond refuses to let up, saying the space station is too badly damaged and must be destroyed. Margie opposes him for once, but that won't be enough until the aliens return and repair the space station as a thank you for helping them. Once the space station is rescued, Commander Plank and General Hammond are
assigned to command it together and Plank and Aunt Judy get married at the wedding where Proto Zoa plays, dedicating their new song to Zenon, revived with all the experience. It must also be realized that strangers tried to communicate with Zenon, not Proto Zoa, and used the broadcast of their old concert to do so. Margie convinces her father to let her stay and she and Zenon become friends, while
Zenon gets a potential love interest in Orion. Zenon: Z3 Zenon in 2054 Zenon Kar is now 18 and competing to win the Galactic Teen Supreme competition and celebrate the Moonstock Festival. Zenon wants to beat rival Bronley Hale. He's also meeting with moon protection activist Sage Borealis. Sage is desperate to stop the moon from being settled and exploited and wants Zenon's help. Eventually,
Zenon, Sage, Dasha and her friends Margie, Cassie and Bronley will save the day. They're evacuating. Protozoan on the bus and try to remove the Dome of the Moon, and everyone takes the hover capsule. hover capsule. The dot is too overweight to lift until Commander Plank and Aunt Judy show up to help the group and look for Dasha. They can help lift the dome they let into space. Selena then
destroys the rest of the base and waves goodbye when friends return to Earth. The wild weather caused by Se selyna has come to a standstill. Eventually, Sage and Zenon kiss, and Protozoa's band Microbe and new hit band Cosmic Blush will hold a concert together. Personality Zenon is a very outgoing person. His outgoing and adventurous nature often gets him into trouble. He always wants to help
people. Zenon often uses the term zetus lapetus as an exclamation point. Trivia Zenon first appeared in the 1996 children's science fiction picture book Zenon: The 21st Century Girl on which the films were based. It is revealed that he was born in 2036. Gallery I really believe that if you put these on, it will help us all. Meeting Margie for the first time Share a photo to this gallery Community content will be
available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Comments By Jaa Stu KriegerMarilyn Sadler (novel) Kirsten StormsRaven-SymonéStuart Bank's Sabelle BreerPhil MarshallKristian Rex Zenon: Girl of the 21st Century is a 1999 Disney Channel Original film starring Kirsten Storms as an unnamed heroine. The film was based on the book series Zenon: Girl of the 21st Century, written by Marilyn Sadler and
Roger Bollen. The film was originally conceived as a pilot for a possible television series, but the series never got around. Nonetheless, the film proved popular and promoted two sequels: Zenon: The Zequel in 2001 and Zenon: Z3 in 2004. Synopsis Zenon Kar is a 13-year-old girl who lives with her family on a orbiting space station in 2049. After falling into trouble with space station commander Edward
Plank, Zenon's parents grounded him on Earth to live with his aunt Judy, who fears space. On Earth, Zenon struggles to adapt to other children who find his space station stories and slang strange and avoidable. Similarly, Zenon keeps the children of his school sad away from pop culture. Due to his homesickness, Zenon often communicates with his space station's best friend Nebula Wade via video
phone tablet. Eventually, Zenon befriends two boys on earth, Andrew and Greg. Along the way, children learn to be more accepting of each other and look past the first impression. Grounded to Earth, Zenon uncovers a plot designed by the station's big shot Parker Wyndham to crash the computers of his space station's home (and therefore the station itself), putting everyone on top of it in danger. When
Zenon tries to warn his parents of the danger, Commander Plank, who sees all children as restmakers, convinces Zenon's parents not to listen to him. He believes his story is just a ploy to get him back to the space station so he can participate in the future. his idol Proto Zoa (and his pop-rock group Microbe), who are about to perform the world's first space concert. With the help of his friends Andrew and
Greg, Zenon must find a way to save the space station and his family. Andrew creates a computer virus to fight the virus wyndham has introduced, and zenon then has to get the floppy disk to the drive. Zenon hopes to get a space launch and go to the launch yard where Proto Zoa and his band are going to their concert. On a lucky break, Proto Zoa recognizes Zenon from the Dance with Proto Zoa
competition and takes him with his band, Mr. Wyndham, his assistant Lutz and Aunt Judy to the station. Upon arrival, Commander Plank is shocked to see Zenon at the station, but has a crush on Aunt Judy. After hearing Zenon's story, the commander still has trouble believing him, especially since Wyndham accuses him of sabotaging the station. Zenon manages to use a computer virus program created
by Andrew to save the space station, and Wyndham and Lutz are arrested. Afterwards, everyone enjoys the Microbial concert. Kirsten Storms played Zenon Kari, 13-year-old protagonist Raven-Symoné as nebula Wade Stuart Bank commander Edward Plank Holly Fulger as Judy Kling Frederick Coffin as Aunt Parker Wyndham, primary opponent of bob bancroft as Mr. Lutz, Greg Thirloway's co-opponent
Mark Kar Phillip Rhys - Proto Zoa/Microbe Gwynyth Walsh – Astrid Kar Lauren Maltby – Margie Hammond Danielle Fraser as Lynx Brenden Richard Jefferson as Andrew Blair Slater Aquillat Zach Lipovsky - Matt Neil Denis - Leo Gregory Smith - Greg Kea Wong - Gemma David Meyer (professor of astronomy at Northwestern University) as Proto Zoa's groupies Production Zenon: The 21st Century Girl was
originally made a pilot for the proposed television series. It is directed by Kenneth Johnson and is based on the book of the same name by Roger Bollen and Marilyn Sadler. The film is produced by de Passe Entertainment cable TV for the Disney Channel and produced by Suzanne de Passe and Suzanne Coston. Filming began in August 1998. Scenes set on Earth were filmed in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada; One well-known location is plaza of nations, where Zenon arrives and leaves. Release Zenon originally aired on the Disney Channel in December 1998, but eventually premiered on December 23. It was released by Walt Disney Home Video on VHS in September 2000. Sequels The film was followed by Zenon: The Zequel (2001) and Zenon: Z3 (2004). External links Community content
is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Said.
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